INSTRUCTIONS TO AUTHORS

The journal, published quarterly, accepts articles written in English or French and edited in Microsoft Word 2003. Authors should submit their electronic manuscripts at the following e-mail address: studia.fefs@yahoo.com

PAPER EDITING CONDITIONS

**Page Layout:** Orientation: Portrait; Paper size: A4; Margins: Top: 2 cm, Bottom: 2 cm, Left: 2 cm, Right: 2 cm; Line spacing: 1.5.

**Font:** Times New Roman, size 12.

**Title:** Times New Roman, size 14 (English).

**Name(s) of the author(s):** Surname, First name, followed by the author’s institution, address and e-mail address of the first author.

**Abstract:** All articles must have an abstract of maximum 250 words in English, followed by 3-5 keywords. The experimental articles will have the abstract structured as follows: Introduction-Objectives-Methods-Results-Conclusions.

**Content of the paper:** will be entirely in English. The experimental articles will have the following structure: Introduction - Hypotheses (or Objectives) -Materials and methods – Results – Discussion - Conclusions. Other types of articles do not have an imposed format. The tables, figures and graphs will be consecutively numbered with Arabic numbers and will be included in the text.

**References:** should follow the methodology of the American Psychological Association (APA) http://www.apastyle.org/learn/faqs/index.aspx

**Editing conditions for the references:**

- should be alphabetically ordered; in the case of the same author, it should be chronologically ordered, starting with the oldest reference;
- the articles with one author antecede the ones with more authors;
- the name of the last author is anteceded by "&";
- in the case of more than 6 authors, the name of the first author is followed by "et.al";
- the line spacing is 2, hanging indent;
- the elements of each reference and their order are clearly specified;
- the punctuation rules and the use of Italic or Underlined characters are also clearly specified;
- the rules are specific for each type of reference: book, article, conference paper, multimedia document, web etc.
Examples:

a) Journal articles:

Example:

b) Book chapters:

Example:

c) Book:

Example:

d) Electronic document:
Internet articles based on a printed source:

If the online source was modified, additional comments must be included:


Journal articles in electronic format only:

Electronic copy of an article from an online database:

Electronic abstract from an online database:
REVIEWING PROCESS

All articles are reviewed by at least two reviewers, based on the article’s profile. After the reviewing process, the contact author is informed by the editor whether his/her article was accepted to be published or not.

DEONTOLOGY

Articles which have been already published or sent for review to other journals are not accepted. The editor will inform the authors in due time whether their articles were accepted or not. The editor reserves the right to perform modifications regarding the form (not the content) of the accepted articles.
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